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1. Introduction

"Whenever we look a t the coun trys ide, we are a1 ways
looking into the past: We see exposed aFter millions of
years, rocks compressed of sediments once at the bottom
of the sea, or of V01CUILi c origin.
We see the landforms
of glacial erosion, ice deposition, meltwater and wind
action from the last Ice Age . . . . Next we see a great
number of features created or modified by wind, rain,
frost, snow, sun and running water s_ince the glaciers
last retreated.
Finally, in a tissue-thin slice of
geological time, we see in the landscape the hand of
man. "
Roger

~illman

1979

1)

CULTUHAL LANDSCAPES
We have only to look for clues to the past as we move
around, to realise that our history lives on, in the
landscapes that surround us.
Landscapes keep a record of
change.
When he defined the expression "Cultural Landscape"
Carl Sauer (1963) spelled it out: "The cultural landscape is
fasbi oned From a na t ural landscape by the cul tural group.
Culture is its ag'ent, the natural area is the medium, the
cu.I tux'al landscape is the resul t. 0' (2).
Robert rlelnich:
(1983) suggests that cultural landscapes, especially rural
ones, are best understood as complex human ecological
systems existing within complex natural ecological systems.
It is the manipulation of natural forces and elements by
people which results in continuous evolutionary change to
the landscape.
Melnick highlights the close relationship
between cultural landscapes and land use when he writes
"Cultural landscapes represent a continuum 01' land use that
sp;3.ns man;v g'enerations, they havB e\'olved froJ11 , or exhibit
remnants of earliel' knof,'n human settlement pa tterns or land
use p.ractices for that area." (3).
With evolution in
methods of land use, the landscape becomes a complex pattern
of overlays built up through time, rather than a series of
isolated examples of historic land uses (de Lambert, 1985).
The interaction between people and the land is complex and
intricately woven.
When land use changes over time,
determined by political, social, cultural and economic
forces, new landscapes are oreat
,often inadvertantly
(Goin, 1982 ; Hearn, 1976).
"Old landscapes give r~'ay to
ner,'} survi ·ving' as frag'.Illentar,r relics r..;rllich are our ke;vs to
the past.
Each landscape is a commentary on its creators"
( 4)

As far as Melnick (1981, 1983) is concerned the significance
of cultural landscapes lies in their usualness.
He regards
ordinary landscapes, places which ordinary people have
settled, lived in, manipulated, developed and changed as
important.
The concept of cultural landscape, he writes,
plaoes greater emphasis on everyday plaoes than on
monuments, and stresses greater interest in the common
people than in heroes.
Obviously, many components of any cultural landscape are the
results of human actions, but behind these actions lie ideas
about images of reality (Johnston, 1975; Melnick, 1983).
This is why cultural landscapes exhibit, either
conspicuously or subtly, long-beld values of their area or
culture (Melnick, 1981).
Even abstractions like the
aspirations and ideals, emotions and beliefs of our
forebears are manifest in the cultural landscape, if we know
how to interpret the clues (Stilgoe, 1982).
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HISTORIC LANDSCAPES
Historic landscapes are a special class of cultural
landscapes.
Ind e ed, few landscapes are not historic
Jandscapes in the sense that all cultural landscapes are
built up and enriched Nith layer upon layer of chang e
through time.
Rachel de Lambert has defined historic
landscapes simply, as 'past cultural landscapes', but there
is an underlying implication that ,,;e ha\'e attached, along
~ith the label
'historic', some special value to such
p l aces.
It seems that cultural landscapes endowed ~ith the
'historic' label are more likely to be protected in some way
from \,;holesale change, than cultural landscapes generally.

Photo 2.
Cultural landscapes encioh'ed c;ith the 'historic' lable are
more likely to be protected.
A decrepit apricot tree marks the hotel
site at the abandoned quartz minjng village of Loganto"n, near
Bendigo.

For a Ion g tim e the ex pre s s ion 'h i s tor i cIa n d s cap e' .,m s
understood to mean an appropriate garden setting for an
histori c building or monument (e.g. Gruffydd, 1977; Fa v retti
and F a v r e tt i, 1 97 9 ). But I,' 0 r J d~, ide the r e has bee n i :1 C rea sin g
interest in histori c landscapes in Sauer's broader sense, as
records of past cultural values, and especially in the
histori c landscapes fashioned by the common people (Melnick,
1981; Stilgoe, 1982).
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RELICT LANDSCAPES

Relict landscapes are a special category of
cultural/historic landscapes.
They are past landscapes
which have largely escaped subsequent cultural accretions of
time (Hearn, 1976). Sometimes such remnants exist in the
context of present landscape in a condition little
ed
from their original form, apart from by the processes of
decay, and by natural regenerative
es (Goin, 1982).
St
Bodfan Gruffydd (1977) in a survey of historic gardens and
parks in Britain accorded a !relict' designation to
s,
gardens and farming landscapes in various conditions of
disrepair.
In some cases landscapes had disappeared
entirely and were only known from record; the bones of
others could still be discerned beneath years of weed growth
and surface cultivation.
He observed that often the
boundaries were difficult to discern.
With his relict
desi
ion, such places were classified more as
archaeological sites awaiting excavation and interpretation.

PLANT MATERIALS AS INDICATORS OF CULTURAL MOVEMENT

'The Portmanteau Biota' is a collective name given by Arthur
Crosby (1986) to migrating people and all the organisms that
they carry with them, both intentionally and inadvertently.
An important and easily recognisable component of any
portmanteau biota, plant materials are often studied as
effective indicators of the movements of people.
Helen
Leach (1984) is one of several anthropologists who use
knowledge of plant materials as evidence to improve
understanding about the movements of Polynesian migrants
around the Pacific and later European settlement in New
Zealand.
The close link between plant materials and the movements of
people is clearly illustrated in a study of naturalised
plants in Fiordland (Johnson, 1982). Of 140 exotic species
found there, 24 were original
intentionally
anted at now
abandoned settlements such as Cromarty and Martin's Bay.
The rest were associated with roads, tracks, huts and
airstrips, all sites disturbed
human presence.
Even if
only inadvertant introductions are considered, the
colonisation process appears to be rapid: 11 species were
naturalised around a new hut just 10 months after it was
btl].l t.
Migrating people have always carried with them as many of
their domesticat
plants as their means of migration
permitted (Grey, 1984; Leach, 1984). Ukrainian emigrants to
Canada carried thimblefuls of grain, vegetables, herb and
flower seeds neatly tied or sel?ed into tiny pockets in each
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corner of a kerchief.
Haunted by fears that they would
never return to the homeland they took with them carefully
wrapped shoots of their revered Kalyna Bush (Rees, 1982).
Longing for familiar plants, one Scottish immigrant to otago
urged other would-be immigrants to bring
olIle harys,
some Scotch th.ist1e and a
t of heather r"ri th a root, and
t:a.ke care of i t on the ,eoYlag'e." (5)
So, just as Maori people brought to Aotearoa their kumara,
taro and gourd, so too later immigrants from Britain,
Europe, North America and Australia brought with them valued
grasses, grains, vegetables, trees and decorative plants
(Leach,1984).
Crosby has argued that the whole point of migration was to
live a familiar lifestyle more comfortably. For this reason
New Zealand was favoured by British imm
s because, with
its temperate climate, this country clear
had potential to
produce many of the same commodities in demand in Britain.
Rather than adapting to existing food sources such as kumara
and gourds, immigrants set about ensuring for themselves a
diet based on old world staples (Crosby, 1986).
Samuel
Butler (1864) articulated this attitude clearly when he
instructed prospective pastoralists:
"You rYi.ll set about a g'arden at once.
You rd11 bring' up
Fords at once.
Pig's may r.,rait until 'you ha,'e tiJlle to put
up a reg'u1ar stye, and to
've g;ror,;n potatoes enoug'h to
feed them' ••. tIll a year you v,r i1.1 find ,Yo[Jrse1f \rery
c01l1fortab1e.
You f.,ri11 get a little fruit From .rour
g'arden in summer, and h'i 11 ha ve the prospec t of muoh
more.
You rd11 have cor.,rs, and plenty of butter and milk
and eggs; you will have pigs, and, in fact, may live
upon the Fat of tile land, rdth ,rer,V little trouble, and
a.Zmost as .11 tt1e expense." (6)

Many immigrants to New Zealand brought plants and seeds with
them, or arranged their own importations. Emphasis in
importations was initially on fruits but later
fted to
ornamental plants (Challenger, 1983). Exotic plants from
allover the world arrived in New
with visitors and
immigrants not only as part of familiar agricultural and
pastoral suites, but were injected as a result of a
curiously reckless experimentation which Alan Grey calls
tbiological dilettantism'.
Many plants also arri
by
accident (Grey, 1984).
David Streatfield (1981) has
proposed a general model (discussed in chapter 2) which puts
particular emphasis on plant materials as instruments in the
processes of cultural colonialism.
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PLANT MATERIALS AS CULTUHAL ARTIFACTS and AS STI1BOLS

Plant materials are an important element of the cultural
landscapes in which h-e li\-e.
Robert ~lelnick (1983) has
identified thirteen essential components of cultural
landscapes of which vegetation patterns, especially as
related to land use, is one.
Plant materials, including
native, cultivated and naturalised species, also playa role
in other listed components, such as boundary- controlling
elements.
As he points out, plant materials can be both
functional (as \~indbreaks or boundary markers, for example),
and fulfill aesthetic purposes (for example, trees near
dweJlings confer identity).

P hot 0 5.
T r e e s n ear d ,.. e 11 i n g s c on fer ide II tit y. Ru ins 0 f s t on e
cottages at Bendigo marked, like lIlany other sites in Central Otago,
with a Lombardy poplar.

A case study on cultural landscapes in Nebraska researched
by Richard Sutton (L985) stresses the importance of early
plantations into the 'l.imitless' space of the Great Plains
in forming the distinctive rural landscapes that exist
today.
He ciocuments the political and social factors that
gave rise to the plantings through 120 years: planting for
hood production, for enclosure, for psycological relief from
the harsh climate and unending space of the plains, and for
'beautification' ,,,here both familiar and experimental
species were planted close to houses, churches, cemeteries
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and sohools to humanise the pioneer landsoape.
"Trees and
other h'ooci,F spec.jes" Hri tes Sutton "enrioh the image of
events that occurred there}
ally the efforts of the
earl,Y settlers rlho soug'ht to transform the pl'aLl'ie's harsh
reali
Trees, as central elements in the pioneers image
of the g'arden t are Sll'lBOLS of 110[" pioneel's interacted rdth
their prairie eJlVirOn111ent and 110," they felt about it as a
ace to liFe.
(7).
iVilliam Tishler has also written about
historio landsoapes emerging from time to remain as
important symbols of our past (Tishler, 1982).
For m
s
and settlers, the cultural use of plant materials served to
bri
e the geographioal and oultural gap between the old
world and the fwilderness' of the new (Jaokson, 1980); thus
plants in reoently oolonised oultural/historic landscapes
symbolise the transplanting of culture itself.
T/
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The Miners
and their
Cultural Baggage

"T11e reader who is unabl e to draT., upon luemory and
personal experience cannot possibly conceive more than a
vez'y faint idea of the abso1 ute soli tariness which in
those days pervaded and enveloped the interior of otago
- the solemn loneliness of its mountains; the ineffable
sadness o.f its valleys; the utter dreariness of its
plains.
The weary traveller pursued his lonely Tv-ay from
point to point, always viewing around and before him a
cont.inuous and apparen t.ly interminable expanse of lofty
hills - range succeeding'range in monotonous uniformity,
everywhere c.lothed in a sober livery of pale brown
vegetation, relieved only by grim .1:"oc1rs of fantastic
form, sharing the desolation to which they contributed backed by distant mountain peaks, which bounded and
encompassed the horizon in every direction, piercing the
blue ether, and clad in dazzling snows - an expanse
diversified by no p.leasant forests; devoid of animal as
of human .life; where t11e profound stillness was painful
in its pro.l onged in tensi ty; and the only sound tha t
gree ted t1le ear from dawn to dusk was t11e melancho.ly
wai.ling of the wind among tussocks".

Vincent pyke 1887 (1)

GOLDRUSH DAYS
In the few years of pastoral occupation that prec
the
first gold discoveries in tthe interior' of
0, only a
few runholders, cadets and shepherds (perhaps a sparse 300
people all
ether, watching over 200,000 sheep) extended a
tenuous web of settlement across t,he "apparentl,Y
interminable expanse" (Forres1:, 1961; HcCaskill, 1962),
But following the first publicised discoveries at Lindis and
Tuapeka in 1861, miners began to swarm westward in the wake
of each neH discovery.
Vincent pyke h'riting above about the
character of Central Otago in 1861 or so, was describing a
remote wilderness; unknoHn, empty, and even thr
ng.
With his description he lists some f&ctors contributing to
the experience of the first pro
"Gold-seekel'S of that time had to find or make their fI'Cl,Y,
unaided by roads of any description, and seldom assisted
elren by t tracks' of a defined character,
To thi s
a.ccount must be El.dded the uncertainty pre,'-ai1
as to
the 10c81i
of the rnew goldfield', the length of the
journey, and the inclement season of the year.
(2 ) .
!I

(Ill' 1)1'0<1\1 c ell

fr'ol1l
\\'''0(1.

snowing
TOWNS. VILLAGES AND
MINING FIELDS
Main roads - - - Lesser roads - - RQugh tracks - - Recommended Tr.velle~ Route - - - - - Scole
t.
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Many miners came from overseas, especially to search for
gold in Otago.
For these the main point of entry '{as
Dunedin.
In the summer of 1862 3 prospectors penetrated
far into the inaccessible headwaters of the Clutha, alluvial
miners, initially working with pans and cradles, finding
rich returns in the Cardrona, Arrow and Shotover Rivers
(
ill, 1962).
The swelling population was volatile,
mainly men in the prime of life, footloose and subject to
seasonal variation, as each winter many returned to
Australia to avoid the harsh Central Otago cold.
Most had
no intention of settling (Phillips, 1981), they came to make
their fortunes and to return to where they came from.
These were the days of transitory towns built from canvas
stretched over simple wooden frames, quickly established and
just as quickly desert
By the summer of 1864 5 the extent and pattern of gold
discoveries in Otago was more or less complete, the swirl of
population movement subsided and the goldfields population
peaked at about 22,000.
From this time until the 1870's
there was relatively little change in the
stribution of
population, although later rushes to Marlborough and
Westland in 1865 thinned the population fai
uniformly
throughout (Forrest, 1961).
Like all frontier societies, the earliest economic
activities in Central 0
0 involved the exploitative
picking off of the most accessible resources.
The
goldmining industry depended on an itinerant workforce,
people who took what they could find and moved on in search
of more.
Partly because they felt themselves to be here
only temporarily, these miners had neither the opportunity
nor the interest to develop a long term concern for the
landscapes in which they wo
(Phillips, 1981).
Moreover,
life for these early miners was hard : they were often
working in opposition to, and frustrated by, the forces of
nature.
They were frequently cold, hungry and diseased.
Many died in floods, landslides and snowstorms, and reports
of suicide occur in unexpectedly high numbers in the
newspapers of the times..
It is likely then that they had
little affection for the remote and unfamiliar surroundings
in which they found themselves.
Their affections would lie
with other landscapes, in other countries.
These first five years or so of goldmining in
0 can be
related to Stage one of David Streatfields (19B1) four or
five stage theoretical MODEL OF CULTURAL COLONIALISM.
His
first, PIONEER PHASE is charaoterised by
1.

the colonising group laying claim to desirable
landscape, in this case to preclude others from engaging
in commercial aotivities.
to

2.

definition of boundaries, dividing up the physical
landscape into spaoes for oommunal and individual
oooupation (in Otago disputes and litigation over olaims
and boundaries were oommon)

3.

short duration

4.

temporary buildings.

SETTLING DOWN
The de
ure of many miners to Marlborough and Westland in
1865 marked a transition from the heady enthusiasm of the
gold rush days to the more stable outlook of regular
industry (Forrest, 1961).
Those with good paying olaims
formed oo-operatives and oompanies and bought equipment for
more effioient mining methods, leading to greater stabili
in the life and eoonomy of goldfields settlements.
By 1867
the efflux of miners slowed and then reversed.
Numbers
began to inorease again towards 1870 partly because of the
development of quartz mining at Bendigo, up Skippers ere
and around Twelve Mile (Maoetown).
Women arriving began to
redress the imbalanoed
r ratio; another indicator of
individual's changing intentions, from itineranoy, to a
disposition to stay in one place, at least for a while.
Unlike the first swarms of footloose miners, these later
arrivals did not find themselves in an unpopulated frontier
wilderness, devoid of human landmarks, but it was still a
raw landsoape, with a dist
air of impermanence.
It is
not surprising that those
iding to settle began to make
landscape
s of a different, more permanent nature,
both out of neoessity and out of a cultural imperative, a
need to make themselves at home.
David Seamon (1985) has
suggested that an aotive involvement with the land, with the
physioal environment, is an important element in the
settling prooess.
He believes that the aotions neoessary to
turn an unknown environment into a home are int
ely
oonneoted to the psychologioal adjustments required for
becoming at home in that new
ace.
Some earlier temporary gold towns disappeared almost
overnight, but others with similar oanvas beginnings,
usually those with a slightly wider range of functions,
survived, servioing large areas or as links in
oommunioations systems (Yule, 1978; Boyd, 1967).
Increasingly, new buildings were made of more permanent
materials:
stone, sod, wood I iron. "The drvelling's beg'an to
assume the appearanoe of homes and in many instanoes r,7e.ll
furnished gardens Tvere at taciled to them" Settlements toolc
on 'fa heal th,v, prosperous air." (3).
#

1t

Photo 6.
Increasingly the buildings ~ere made of more permanent
materials. 1-lain street of St B::lthans about 1889.

Th e replacement of temporary shelter by more permanent forms
of housing is consistent I.'i th the second stage of
Streatfields model: PERMA~E~T SHELTER.
He suggests that
settl e rs deliberately selected sites that reminded them of
home.
For pioneers arrivin~ in the Canadian Prairies, it
~as standard practice to select n location that resembled
the homeland, however slightly, then to set about making the
Ill'\" land ill the image of the old (Rees,
1982).
But in
Centr;3.1 Otago, especially the \ojakatipu fields, the si.tLng of.'
settlements was largely constrained by the physical
character of the country (McCaskill, 196~), and house sites
her(-,' det e rmined b,\' the surveY Ci t', \.;ho generally laid out
tOh'ns in geometr.i(_~ grids.
The e:-:.pel'ience of Chines(; mlners in Central Otago also
v~ries fro m Streatfield's model.
Chinese first began to
a: ' cn'c in 18f,-I and in steadily increasing numbers became
hid ely distributed throughout, including along the ArrOh' and
Shotuv cr. Ri\-ers.
They nearly alh'ays ret.; orked alluvial
ground th;1.t tvas first turned over in the fi.rst goldrushes.
Even though Chinese miners came n ot to settle, but to mal{e
their fortunes and re turn to their families in China, they
I~

rarely used tents, preferring to build robust huts
immediately: '/
of turf on the g'rassy
ots J of slabs in
th e bush J of cobb1 estones on the shing'] e J of adobe fvhere
stones Frere scarse
of' f,'hatever st
came handiest.
(4)
If

Regular goldmining worked itself out over many years.
Increasingly miners supplemented gold incomes with farming,
store-keeping, hotel-keeping or market gardening. None-theless, in many cases gold nlining in some form lasted well
into the twentieth century.

WHO WERE THE MINERS?
During the first wave of major
goldrushes (1862 1864),
most of the gold seeking population came from Australia,
mainly from goldfields in New South Wales and Victoria.
Some were descendents of convicts and labourers, but more
often they were themselves relatively recent immigrants
there, coming from allover the world including Britain,
Ireland, California, Italy, Canada, Germany, Scandanavia,
and from all occupations.
Generally though, they were
rough, undisciplined, poorly educated and male (Clark, 1949;
Forrest, 1961; McCaskill, 1962). Most had left New Zealand
by the early 1870's (McLintock, 1949; Phillips, 1981).
Later miners (1865 onwards', who came and settled, Here also
diverse, both in origins and in status. Headstones in the
cemetery at Skippers testify to this with names from
Cornwall, Scotland, Ireland, and China (McGill, 1980).
All New Zealand's settlers came from societies adjusting to
e, from lands in geographical flux.
But the effects of
crowding and change in Europe had fallen most heavily on
tradesmen and labourers, so that immigration to New Zealand
in the late nineteenth century was weighted this way (Grey,
1984; Clark, 1949).
For example, many assisted immigrants
of the 1870's were dispossessed English farm labourers who
brought with them a particular village outlook (Arnold,
1981). Although the range of skills varied, Helen Leach
argues that it is reasonable to suppose that few men and
women would have arrived in New Zealand without skills and
know 1
e of kitchen gardening and suggests that the level
of skill may even have been higher since immigrants must
have been confident of their ability to support themselves
off the land (Leach, 1984).

t3

HOW DID MINERS RESPOND TO CENTRAL OTAGO?
Phillips has pointed out that settlers coming to New Zealand
were used to densely settled surroundings which everywhere
bore the evidence of human activity.
He argues that though
immigrants may have granted New Zealand landscapes a certain
awesome and rugged beauty, they more often felt fear and
hostility:
"

The,Y often experi enced an arv'ful loneliness, a sudden
and terri fying' exposure to rar,' na ture.
In England a
river had been a gentle stream, a place to boat and
fi sh, eJ r,ra terr,ray for transport.
In Ner-' Zealand a r.i 1,.'er
Nas a source of dang'er - something' r"hich mig'ht flood
your land, sweep away yourself or your sheep in a raging
tOI'rent, r,rh.ich mig'ht iso.late ,FOU from food or human
con tact." (5)

Certainly Vincent pyke's response to Central Otago's
emptiness is consistent with Phillips assertion.
And like
Pyke, another traveller, Alexander Bathgate was also
bothered especially by the treelessness of Central:
"The same treeless character is met rYi th in the interior
and one may travel for days in succession Nithout ever
seeing' anything' larg'er than a bush of tllmatakuru
(di scari a toumeJ ton), a straggling', pri ckl;v almos t
leafless shrub, attaining' sometimes a heig'ht of ten to
fourteen feet, knor,'n to the colonists as "rdld
Irishman".
This utter treelessness is the more strang'e
as in many places evidences are abundant that the
coun tr,Y has at apparen tl,Y not ver,Y di stan t da te, been
thickl;v rv'ooded.
I haFe frequentl:v seen charred log's of
a1 arg'e si ze lying' on the tops of moun tain rang'es
distant many miles from the nearest living forest owing'
to the ry'an t of trees, the scener;v is very l110notonous in
man,r peJrts of the countT,Y, the yellor"ish g'reen of the
tussook grass being only relieFed b,Y darlr gre,:v schis t
rocks." (6)

But many of the first wave of miners had spent time in
California and Australia and may have been less disturbed by
what they saw than those fresh from England's green and
pleasant land.
Central's landscapes are more like Ballarat
or Bendigo than most places in New Zealand (Field and
Olssen, 1976)! and Oliver Duff (1956) has even gone as far
as to suggest that it may have been appreciated because in
form and tone resembled biblical lands which many settlers
were, through their reading, intimately aquainted,
Immigrants responses to their new places are complex and
often quite personal (Seamon, 1985).
Some individuals may
have responded positively to the special character of
Central Otago immediately:
14

"Tt is not surprising' that the

desolation of Central,
with its intense light, golden ochres and blacks and
brorv'ns, and strange rocks, scu.lp tured by rdnd and rain
across the centuries, has claimed the spirit of many and
the passing' af.fec ti on of mos t.
Nan,Y r.,rho ha \-e tried to
describe th r response to this barrenness of land have
sensed the timelessness. the precariousness of human
exi s tence r.,rhere fvh ims of c1
te are a1mos t transposed
in to the tones of an ang'r;v JehoFah." (7)

It seems more I
ly though, as Rollo Arnold has surmised,
that miners arriving may have experienced mixed feelings
initially:
"rihen one ere a tes in the i
na ti on the colonial
landscapes of the 1870's, it is not difficult to see
that settlers must have felt a sense of both welcome and
rebuff.
The ner,r land held some promise tha t i t mig'il t be
shaped in to a ner,' and better Eng'land. but it also
disp.layed a disconcerting' toug'hness and
1dness,
forboding a determined resistance to all efforts to
me11Of" and tame." (8)

But as both individuals and families, miners were concerned
in the first instance with s
ng alive ( Streatfield's
Phase One), secondarily with making themselves comfortable
(Phase Two) and only later with making themselves at home
(Phase Three).
With the passing of time, becoming familiar
with their surroundings, some may even have learned to like
their new place.
"But B1fvBYs as tile decades unfolded, there r,'ere haunting'
memories of a far and loved countryside to g'uide the
eyes and hands of the immigrant settler.
Even the
colonial
carried something' of the vision in their
ill.inds.
(9)
II

Ronald Raee (1982) has remarked that
oneers, physically in
one world, remain spirtually in another.
This
disassociation lasts for as long as the new world is seen
from insi
another culture, affecting not only the
immigrants, but their children, and their chil~ren's
children.
To feel at home emigrants or their descendents,
must acquire new ways of seeing.
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THE BEGINNINGS OF GARDENING

A oorrespondent to the Lake Wakat
Gully on 16 July 1863 wrote:

Mail from Skippers

liThe prevalence of scurvy in this place is fri
tful and
every day fr'esh victims are
to the list of the
sick.
rYe oan scarcely obtain anything' here but rusty
bacon and flour, without the
of any vegetables; and
this fvith the constant exposure to ever.Y inclemency of
the fveather,
11 affect the strong'est constitution."
( 10)

At the same time from a feH kilometres
Point another correspondent writes:
II

do~,mstream

at i"laori

It has been a ma t ter of much surprise to me and indeed
to mas t parti es J thB t no-one has ye t started a marlret
garden of some description or another, as there are some
splendid terraces here, well
ted for growing most
lLinds of frui t, -veg'etab1es, etc.
Consider ing' the g'rea t
amount of SCUrF,Y preFa1ent, caused, no doubt by the
perpetual (Ilot damper and mutton, for the latter seldom
addens our eyes) soda damper and rust,Y bacon.
I am
certain it would be hailed as a boon by miners
generally, and almost any price would be given for the
green s tuft'.
The soi 1 on th e terraces all uded to is a fine b1ack
loam, and I am sure h'ere tfvO aoti ve men to cu1 ti va te,
say about an aCl~e or trvo, they h'-ou1d be amply repaid b:v
their first orop, and there cannot be a shadow of a
doubt that at all eFents, there a1rv'ays r>'i11 be for the
next two or three years to come a population of a more
or less extent, here.
The vag'e tab1 es tha t I fvou1 d s ug'g'es t to be the mas t
suitable for this climate would be the following, ,~z:
turnips, carrots, parsnips, cabbages, sa voys, g'reens!
caulif1ofv'er, onions, leeks, radishes, beans, peas}
ar chokes, spinach, herbs, oresses, etc; and last
t1lOUg'}l not least, pota toes.
(11)
tr

Part of the problem lay with the Goldfields Act of 1858
which did not allow the sale of agricultural or town
sections.
After an amendment in 1862 parcels of up to ten
acres could be leased for seven years at low rental, but
there was no right to purchase,
This same amendment also
granted every holder of a miners right a town section of
half an acre, with full ri
s and title, or compensation if
the land proved to be gold bearing. Only after 1866 was the
ten acre limit for agricultural purposes increased to fifty
acres (Forrest, 1961).
This agricultural reform was a
1!)

the ones who came and settled were
in origins and in status. Residents of Skippers and
surrounding districts (abovel assembled outside the stone school on
the day of the annual picnic c.1900.
Limbs cut from mountain beech
trees growing in nearby gullies have been used to decorate the
ph o tograph .
Later this building was used as a shearing shed by Mount
Aurum Station, and today most of it still stands (below), penetrated
by elderberry (Sambucus nigra) with a backdrop of Douglas fir.
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popular one and the landscape repercussions were described
in a report from the ArrOl.,rtoHn warden just seven months
later:
"The f'eatures of a.ll the flat OOUlltry around Arror.,rtorvn
are rapidly
ng; in all directions the p.lough is
busily at work, and no time is being lost in fencing the
land and ereoting neat homesteads on it." (12)

The tall tussock and matagouri h'as giving way to fields of
oats, potatoes, wheat and
ley. An 1878 report from the
Wakatipu goldfield describes the effects of the allocation
of town sections in gold settlements:
"Ten peroent of our population of 4,000 have taken
advantage of this bo01l1 and on the sunny slopes of our
rang'ss may be seen pretty gardens h'ell laid off rd til
vegetables, bushes, florvers and trees.
The latter so
much needed in this otherwise treeless part of New
Zea.land, the l"hole surrounded. rvi th gorse and thiok
fences.
The renoing' in our gardens has brought about a
better s
of housing being built by the mining class.
and fall
this improvement. in many cases, marriage,
chi .ldTen. 0011 ten tmen t rvi til 1 ess gold returns 1'a ther than
lllov.ing' about, and a disposi tion to settle
a quali
so
muoh to be enoo
in this colon:v." (13)

Mining teohnology was adapted to meet the needs of this
diversification:
Queenstor"n I observed tJlat one of the numerous
rofater-raoes (r.,rhich are so stl~ildng a feature ill Otag'o)
had been turned on to irrig'ate a g'arden, and the result
f-vas the produoti on of Feg'etables of enormolls size." (14)

Pioneers moving to a new area invariably brought with them
the seeds
cuttings of plants that would be useful,
although often they had little sense of what \{as appropriate
to plant in these new and unfamiliar plaoes (Streatfield,
1981).
At this second stage of cultural colonialism,
Streatfield suggests, there was little opportunity for
cultivating ornamental plants.
Not until his third stage:
ASSIMILATION are settlers concerned with creating landscapes
less dependent on sheer survival.
Ornamental planting
begins as a range of new plant materials becomes available
with improvements in communications, influenced by
increasing access to the popular and academic standards of
the parent society.
llea tly this model ~d. th respect to ornamental
fits the experience of mlners in Central Otago is

HOH
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Photos 9 and 10.
Vegetable gardening at Skippers.
homestead c. 1900 and a similar scene in 1987.

l

C)

Nount .-\urum

questionable, partly beoause Streatfield has put more
emphasis on the Viotorian tendenoy to oreate gardens for
show, rather than an ornamental planting being motivated by
nostalgia, and partly beoause the issue is complioated by
olass.
Certainly oommunioation lines between miners in
Central Otago and their parent oultures were open; at
Skippers there was a telegraph from 1867 and a telephone
from 1883 (Matthews, 1986),
Co-operative Anathaeums like
the one at Moonlight which oontained 500 calfbound classics
including Carlyle, Dickens, McCaulay and Trollope (McGill,
1980), were oommon in go fields settlements and miners were
enthusiastic readers of newspapers (Field and Olssen, 1976).
But miners were not generally of wealthy or leisured origins
and in most cases were only mak
enough to live on.
It
seams more likely that their ornamental plantings were
motivated more from homesickness, or from a desire to
recreate familiar settings, than from a wish to be leaders
of fashion.
Moreover the model's se
ion of useful and
ornamental planting may be misleading,
Familiar
ants,
both useful and ornamental were carefully preserved by
people moving from one place to another:
"NatheI' g'athered f10J"er seeds and at the last dug' up
roots of all the flowers that she had, and put them with
a fer" s trarv"berry plan ts and raspberr.y canes and roo ts of
rhubarb etc.
Also there were a dozen or more young
trees that she had grafted herself.
She gathered up
hundreds of ,young' har'ltllOrns she had g'ro~'In from pips tha t
the bO,J-'s had ga tilered on the road from school the year
before." (15)

Abigail Gordon who settled in Kingston in 1877 regarded
Cbeautifying the barren landscape' a priority (Harper,
1980).
She planted a hedgerow of may flower (hawthorn)
along the road frontage from cuttings obtained from nearby
Fairlight Station, and planted pink oabbage roses.
From
Windsor Castle (where her sister-in-law worked in the dairy)
she reoeived boxwood seeds from which she propagated enough
plants to border the paths around her garden as it became
established.
One partioularly prized rose, a ye ow climber
called cMareohal Niell' which she purchased from an
Invercargill nursery, had been hybridised in Franoe only
thirteen years before (
r, 1980).
But Gordon was a
farmer's wife, likely to be of class more inolined to make
pleasure gardens for their own sake than miners who planted
for food and possibly out of nostalgia but who had neither
time nor inclination to take ornamental planting to this
level.
Among miners there may also have been an awareness
that the gold would not last forever.
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Photos 11 and 12.
As people began to settle orchards and berryfruit
wer e planted.
The hotel site at Skippers (above) with Aspinalls house
(set among elms) in the background.
The gully in front of the hotel
was planted as an orchard "ith apples, pears, plums, raspberries and
gooseberries, which sill bear fruit today (belo,,).
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WHA'l' MOTIVATED PLANTING?

Clearly one of the strongest motivations for planting was
the need, especially in more remote gold settlements, for
fresh food.
In some cases
ividuals or groups may have
planted for their own use.
In others the demand presented
by communities of miners and the high cost of carting food
from Invercargill or Dunedin, meant that for some, financial
returns from growing vegetables for sale, were a useful
supplement to returns from their claims.
Chinese miners at
Arrowtown cultivated extensive gardens in the 1870's (Lands
and Survey, 1986) and their produce was sold locally.
Initially, while the min
population was in flux it is
likely that only short term vegetable crops were grown but
later as people began to settle, orchards and berryfruit
Here planted.
"It is no problem to account for the introduction of the
blackber:r;v J
ton J in a humourous specula t.i on J.l
cl
i t to rYeS t -Goun t.1"Y men desirous of ea ting' thei l' t c10 t ted
cream rvi th the
1 i a1' pi e of tha t delectable F1'lli t ' , "
( 16 )

A second likely motivation, in the days before barbed wire,
was the need to form enclosures for horses and other animals
with hedges of gorse or hawthorn.
Streatfield (1981) has
emphasised that the initial act in the first PIONEER phase
of cultural colonialism was to establish boundaries.
Boundary planting with hedging species may also have played
this territory defin
role.
The critical lack of fuel may have been an important
motivation for planting.
Alexander Bathgate (1874) wrote:
"The fy"an t of fvood f~as al fva,Ys B g'1'ea t source of complaint
with the
dFields population in the early days of the
di
ng's, coming' as most of them did from
1 fvooded
Australia.
An old g'in case r,rBS then, and e1T en nory .is, <:1
thing' no t to be despi sed in many of these up coun tr;v
ons.
A fa vouri te joke of tlle digg'ers of those da,vs
was tila t in order to get a 1i t t1e hot r~a tel' they f'iere
obi
to set fire to the grass, and run along holding
their (billy' over tile flames tiLl it boiled." (17)

Perhaps the most persuasive motivation, especially for
ornamental plantings, was a need to create a familiar
setting.
The harsh brown wilderness of Central Otago was a
painful contrast with the culturally enr
landscapes
immigrants had left behind.
Moreover, the Central Otago
goldfie
OOIst have seemed very remote coming at the end of
one or more long journeys (Seamon, 1985). Nature seemed
threatening; both climate and scale were extreme. Pioneers
in eastern Nebraska planted for psychological relief from
similar conditions (Sutton, 1985).

Planting familiar spe c ies was an attempt to bridge the gap
be t h'een the old hor ld and the ne,,', a trans plan t ing 0 f
culture (Jackson, 1977).
Tn an old so c iety, cult_ure evolv e :;
inc eJl1 t e )~ t h' i t h the par tic 1.1 1 arc hat' act e r i s tic :') 0 f the
environment, but immigrants t o a neh' place must
bring their'
cuI t u r e ,,' j t h the rn (P hill ips, 1 9 8 1 ).
T h u s min e r s a r r i \' i n g i It
Cen t red Otago brough t h ' j th th em, not only Crosby's
'Purtmarlteau Biota', but also a height of cultural baggage,
in cl uding a particular image of beauty (Philips, 1981; Rees,
1982; Grey, 1984).
Phillips believes that for many
settlers, the pain of exile, and the terror of the
wilderness could best be alleviated by converting the land
into a repli c a of home, into an English Garden.
In Central
Otago, as in Nebraska, pioneer planters often started !~ith
landscape beautification efforts that h'ere direct.ly a.djacent
to their d~,' ellings (Sutton, 1985).

Photo 13,
In Central Otago pioneer planters often started with
landscape beautification efforts adjacent to their dwellings.
Miners
cottage at St Bathans c.1908. A pair of rowans emphasise the entrance.

Distilling mutivation still further, J B Jackson argues that
creation or i:1 garden is an attc=mpt to reproduce, next to the
hause, a c er tain familiar, traditional setting.
Gardens
:-d_and for something much larger, beauty of' a special
faoljliar kind, an abstraction of a pastoral scene (Jackson,
1977).
Tn the uld horld such gardens linked people with
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th e ir vi Lla)!;es, e nriching thei r c uI ture, but In the a e \,
I,' orl d th e g a rd e n h' a s c o n fr o nterl. b y a s trange and
un p Y'(~ d i. e t a b 1 e en v j r 0 11 III e n tan d \, a sob 1 i g e d t 0 pl a.'/ t he r ol e
of fronti e r ou t po st , a d e fen ce a g a in s t a thre a tening ho~ld.

Ho\~

DID MINERS CULTURAL VALUES MANIFEST THEMSELVES?

" S' e e i n §~' .1 .i ttl e us e j nth e i n dig C lJ 0 us OJ ant 1 e 0 f J .i f' e
beyond its destructil ' e expl o itat i on, Ncr, Zealand's
settlers r e moved :'l.n e! repJaced i t. " (18)
As 1 () n g a ~:; 10 i. n e r s f e 1 t t hat t h e y I,' er e 0 n 1:: inC t~ n t r a I
temp o r a rily, th e y had l j t t l e in c entiy e t o conser\'e, or p la. n
f 0 1' the d istant future
(Phillip s , 198 1 ),
we se e this
att i Lud e throughout Ce ntral in h e ctar e s o f unpr o ducti '; e
tailing s , hill s ides s( ~ arre d by wa t er-races, hhole terrac es
s l u ic ed a lva), and further reduc e d forest co v er.

Photo 14.
"Seeing little us e in the indigenous mantle of life beyond
its destructive exploitation New Zealand's s ettlers removed and
replaced it".
T e rraces sluiced away at Skippers Point, around 1900.
Th e stone hotel on the left with its or c hard hedged in front still
exists (see photo 12). Aspinall's house to th e right has gone, but the
rows of elms (Ulmus x hollandicus) around the boundary can still be
iden t ifi e d though now the whole are a is forested with self-sown
conif er s.
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That people saw little use in what was already here, apart
from gold, is illustrated by the 1863 outbreaks of scurvy in
the Shotover.
Locals saw the solution in growing familiar
old world vegetables.
It
d not occur to many that the
prevention and cure for scurvy might be right under their
noses in the edible plants of tussock grassland like
Anisotome species, speargrass or snowberries. These same
plants largely sustained Alphonse Barrington for five months
on his epic prospecting journey to the West Coast the
previous summer (Barrington in Taylor, 1959).
People went to considerable trouble and expense propogate or
buy plants. The fact that plants, especially ornamental
trees, were laboriously transported from nurseries in
Invercargill and Dunedin when native trees were avaliable
for the taking, is revealing,
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Historic
Landscapes
Today

"An e.mpty tailrace r·tinding around a deso_Za te
hillside, the ruins of a sod cottage by the
banks of a stream ~vhich once flowed placidly
over its bed of gold, the waving broom and
gorse rv11ere once II can vas township pul sa ted
f..ri th .1 us ty ,Zi fe, a b,roiren pipel ine long since
abandoned to tile ravages of time, valleys
scarred and disfigured by the blue shirted
diggers, a solitary unnamed grave, a simple
cairn
these are otago's monuments to t110se
all rv}lOm
ftile .in.iquity of oblivion' has long
since fallen."

McLintock 1949 (1)

Photo 15.
Evidence of miners efforts to change their surroundings can
be seen everywhere in Central Otago today.
Abandoned garden at
Bendigo with Lombardy poplars, fruit trees, and a lilac hedge.

VALUING PAST LANDSCAPES
~ore than 100 years have passed since miners arriving itl
Central Otago were incited by the gleam of gold, disturbed
by the desolation of their surroundings and motivated into
changing them. Today h'e can see evidence of their. efforts
every,,,here in Central Otagc).
People began to hTi te about it
even as it
pas happening, and have been hTieing about it
ever since.
Why does the interest persist?
Bearing in mind
that the lands cape is a record of change, an historic
document, Rachel de Lambert made a list of the reasons that
hist ori c landsc ap es aee valued:

1.

Enoh- l ecige of Histo!'Y

Physical evidence (relics, artifacts, ruins, old things)
puts us in touch 'h'Lth the P:-:lst, it is a tangible lin1\ "hich
enhances Olle knowledge of history and makes the past more
meaningful (Begg and Hamel, 1985).
Moreover, t he hist o ric land scape is, in the physical sense,
a SPATIAL l\EY, giving breadth to history by enabling us to
1 oca te pas t even ts geog raph i call y (,J i thin the pres en t day
landscape.
2. Expression of cultural values

"eul tu.ral landscapes exhi bi C ei ther conspi ouousl.r 01'
subtly, long' held yalues of their area or cul ture.·/ (2)

This historical depth is a major source of 0111' sense of
belonging.
As we identi
ourselves through fami
relationships, so each generation in a community identifies
itself by links with its own historical past (Historic
Places Trust, 1985).
If all traces of the past !>lera
removed, we would suffer individually and collectively from
a sort of cultural amnesia (Tishler, 1981).
3. Evidence of continuity
Historio landsoapes are an important source of evidence of
evolution from the past, oonfirming oonfidence in the future
(Lubbe, 1987).
This continuity implies a living past bound
up with the present, not one that is estranged or obsolete
(Lowenthal, 1985).
4. Learning from the past
Understanding the prooesses (both natural and cultural)
whioh landsoapes have been formed oan be a useful tool in
direoting management and predioting future ohange.
An appreciation of the prooesses ..,hioh have moulded and
fashioned historio landsoapes is a prerequisite for
sensitive awareness of their value (Hearn, 1976)
5. Nostalgia
When we imagine how life must have been for people living in
past landsoapes, our picture is distorted by our own
experienoe in the present.
We imagine a past that never
was.
Moreover, nostalgia requires a oertain estrangement
(Lowenthal, 1975).
It is almost as if there has to be an
interval of neglect, a disoontinuity, before historio
landscapes are vallled nostalgically, and the incentive for
restoration is felt (Jackson, 1980).
6. Formal visiting
Visiting historio places is an enriching pastime not only
for visitors and tourists, but is also important for local
people in contributing to their regional identity.

Some of these reasons for valuing historic landscapes have
implioations for those concerned with the management of
historic landscapes.

THE DILEMMA OF CHANGE
A fundamental dilemma which recurs time and again in issues
related to the management of historic landscapes concerns
the dichotomy: (museumisatiol1 J and innovation.
Museumisation means the arrest of change so that an historic
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landscape is preserved (as far as possible) as it was at a
certain fi
point in the past.
In oontrast, innovation
means valuing and allowing for subsequent change, possibly
even total ohange.
Larry Ford (1984), tackling the question
of why it seems to be so difficult for preservation and
innovation to proceed together pointed out that although we
realise that the past is essential, it can also be a burden
which inhibits progress and the aoceptance of new uses.
This is why the past can make us feel ambivalent.
Similarly, Kenneth Helphand (after Sti oe, 1983) has
referred to the constant centripetal (inward) force of
tradition opposing the centrifugal (outward) force of
innovation.
One of the reasons that h'e value historic
landscapes is as evidence of the continuity of our own
existence (number 3 abovel but other reasons such as
knowledge of history (1) and nostalgia (5) are related to
history for its own sake, not so much as it effeots us, now,
virtues inherent .ill continui ty often conflict rvi th
those pri zed in a.n ti qui ty.
Pl'eserva ti on and res tora tion
principles peve":J] a similar opposi Lion: those J·lllO hoJeI.
antiquity supreme would excise subsequent additions and
alterations to restore buildings to their ori nal
condi ti on; th ose
\I'oted to con tinui t:v rYCuld preser\,ce
all the accretions of time, witnesses to their entire
histol'J'." (3)

"The

In the Australian gold town of Beechwood, for example, Tom
Griffiths (1986) identified a tension between two different
types of historical conciousness.
There were those who
proudly valued the town's history as something to be
displ
and preserved in monuments and plaques, and those
locals, closely connected to past events and
aces by
individual and collective experience and memory, who felt
that exposing the past meant relinquishing a private and
familiar relationship with the history of the town in which
they were living their lives.
This, Griffiths suggests, may
be partly because European Australians are still so olose to
their past that there is some uneasiness about seeing it as
separate from the present.
There has not been that gap,
that perjod of estrangement that both Lowenthal (1985) and
Jackson (1980) observed is necessary.
'All landscapes are dynamic, subject to natural and cultural
processes of change, and for this reason historic landscapes
do not readily lend themselves to attempts to arrest change.
Raohel de Lambert (1986) realises that in managing cultural
landscapes a balance needs to be struck between the two
extremes: WHOLESALE CHANGE, a tendency towards landuses
which erase the visible past, and THE ARREST OF CHANGE,
beoause maintaining past landuses is not usually
economically feasible, nor desirable.
Moreover, future
landscapes are also important in the ongoing evolution of
cultural landscapes.
The balance would be a broadscale
cultural landscape reflecting our past, within ~hich are
small areas protected from change for interpretation and
experience of history.
In this Hay, she believes, historic
values are integrated.
Another avenue for resolving the dilemma in the management
of historic landscapes is to approach management as a
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maintaining of SENSE OF PLACE, so that the distincti\-eness,
the essence, of the place endures, de spite some change.

SENSE OF PLACE
Although generally unarticulated, the desire to maintain and
enhance sense of place often underli es and motivates the
protection of historic landscapes.
The decision to adapt an
abandoned farm hOLlse at Khari,,,harangi for use as a hut on a
nehi tracl, in Abel Tasman National Parl~ l,-as made, not so mLlch
fo r exped i ency a t' because the bui ld i ng \ ';;:tS fin e
architecturall y or in a good state o f repair, but because
the decisi on -mah:ing rang;er h'a s "captil--ated by the rv-ild and
desolate nature of the place " .
It \,as re sol\'I~ d that
development at '\;han.; harangi be \-ery 10h' l, ey so that: the
"all-pern;! ding atmosphere of quiet an d abandonment that the
place engenders" is not disturbed (Hennison, 1982).
Many see historic landscape protecti on as a means of
achie ving a stronger sense of place (Datel and Dingemans,
1984), contributing to the recognition of a place as a
distinct an(i separate entity, unique and identifiabl e .
Management for se nse of place works because historic
qua l it i esc 0 n t rib u t _e, 0 f ten p () I, e r full y, t.O sen s e 0 f pIa c e _
The most i mportant historic attributes {.;ill therefore be
prote cted and possibly enhanced, yet innovation can be

Photo 16.
Interpretation is importDnt for long t er m protection of the
essential qualities of historic landscapes.
Otago Golfields Park
interpretation board at St Balhans.
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va
and allowed for provided distinctiveness persists.
There is a danger, as Relph (1976) has pointed out that
museumisation (arrest of change) can work against the
existence of sense of place unless change is related to a
particular geographic location, and integrated with the
present (Datel and Dingemans, 1984; LOI<lenthal, 1985).
Appreciating sense of place depends on an awareness of the
differences between places and times.
Some level of
interpretation is therefore important for long term
protection of the essential qualities of an historic
landscape (Hearn, 1976; Tuan, 1980; Datel and Dingemans,
1984). People 1~ill not value and therefore protect, unless
they are aware that a place is special.

EXPERIENCING HISTORIC LANDSCAPES
Experience of place is complex, as much in the experience,
eye and mind, and intentions of the beholder as in the
obvious physical appearance of the landscape.
Relph (1976)
has identified three basic components of place which are
inseparably interwoven in our experience of historic
landscapes:
1. the physical SETTING and the OBJECTS present
2. the ACTIVITIES that happen in the place
3. the MEANING of all these,
attached to them.

the SIGNIFICANCE that is

Objects and settings are important in providing tangible
evidence of the existence of history.
For example, we know
that a gnarled lilac tree growing in the centre of a ring of
stones must have beell planted by someone in the past.
Finding a Ii lac tree wi th Hhich Ive are familiar in Ollr 0"""11
contemporary lives, may make the lives of those who
anted
it more real. Its location, on a terrace surrounded by steep
tussock covered 111113 may speak, to a sensitive observer, of
homesickness, or of the pl'ocess of making a horne in a remote
location.
Tuan (1980) has written about the importance of
objects, or artifacts, in appreciating historic places.
Even "ben hTi t ten documents about past events remain,
without artifacts, an imaginative empathy for tIle continuity
of time and the full flavour of the past is difficult to
achieve.
This is why we feel sad when objects from the past
are destroyed or lost.
Because identification of place is subjective and quite
personal, different visitors may attatch different meanings
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to the same historic landscape. At Macetown, for example.
some visitors may be interested in the mechanics of quartz
stamping batteries, others may respond more to an abandoned
Some may be enthusiastic about panning for gold
while others prefer to search among the tailings for ~ild
raspberries

Notes:
1. McLINTOCK, A 9.
2. MELNICK, R.Z.

1949. Page 481.
1981. Page 56.

3. LOWENTHAL, David.

1985. Page 62.
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4. Cultural Planting
in Central Otago
Gold Settlements

CULTURAL PLANTING IN CENTRAL OTAGO GOLD SETTLEMENTS
Nearly every town in Central Otago today had its origins in
the goldrushes of the 1860's, but from similar be nnings
each has evolved a different character.
Subsequent overlay
of change, the results of variable social, political and
economic forces, and different rates of change, have given
rise to diverse settlements which can be broa
classified
along a continuum as relict, historic or cultural
landscapes.
Within each class, cultural plantings can be
indicators - imperceptible, subtle, or clear - of the
origins and subsequent development of these towns.
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Photo 17.
A pair of fruit trees, one either side of an entranceway,
at the southern end of ~lacetoh'n (see lIIap . . . ).

RELICT LANDSCAPES
Subsequent accretions of time have more or less passed by
settlements 1i1\:e l'-lacetolYn, Skippers, Bendigo and Nevis,
because they ,..;ere abandoned when goldmining, their ini tial
reason for existence, became uneconomic.
In these relict
landscapes, cultural forces of change are less important
than rlatural forces of regeneration, and the processes of
decay.
Such settlements often occur as enclaves of cultural
planting within more or less 'natural' landscape settings;
miners plantjngs are easily distinguishable from the tussock
grassland surrounding them.
Cultural plantings in relict landscapes can be recognised In
several forms:
1.

Planted Trees

Clearly identifiable as i!ldividual mature specimens, like
the spruces at '-Jacet.oh'Tl, or \.;11ere they are planted in formal
arrangements, such as a pair of fruit trees, one either side
of an entranceway.

Photos 18 and 19.
Self-sowll trees most obviously mark reI ict
settlements i l l the landscape. Larch and Douglas fir enshroud the
terraces at Sld.ppers on Hhich the locals played cricket ,ll"ound 1900.
The trees in the middle distance define the cemetery boundary
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2.

Self-soHn Trees

Particularly Hell-adapted species with efficient seed
dispersal and a competitive edge can cause problems by
suppressing other forms of cultural plant
and undermining
sites with archaeological value, so that information is
being obscured and lost.
Yet it is the self-sown trees
which most obviously mark relict settlements in the
landscape and the ~vay that the settlements become overgrown
contributes to the lost-in time quality which can be
important in our present
experience of sense of place at
these locations.
At Macetown the deciduous species sycamore
and poplar are the most common self-sown trees while at
Skippers the conifers, Douglas fir and larch form extensive
forests.
3.

erows

Hawthorn is the most notable hedgerow plant.
At both
Macetown and Skippers straight rows of hawthorns which Here
trimmed hedges Hhen the towns Here lived in by miners, are
still identifiable, but now the;'\' have groHn into trees. Some
other tree species also appear in rows, like elms and
Douglas fir at Skippers, marking property boundaries.
4.

Orchards

At
igo, MacetoHn and Skippers orchard apple, pear,
apricot, plum and cherry trees still exist. Younger fruit
trees are more likely to be self-sOI-ln.
Granny Barh:er's
cottage near MacetoHn, for example, was once set in an
extensive orchard but the fruit trees have been overtopped
and killed by poplars and are nOH only discernible as
de
ng skeletons l-lithin a dense poplar thicket.
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Phot.os 20 and 21,
Frui t trees have beell overtopped by poplars and are
now only discernable as decaying skeletons within a dense poplar
thicket,
The site of Granny Barkel's cottage near ~Jacetoh'n from
outs ide and \,i th in (see map",),

Photo 22.

5.

Gooseberry bushes planted near a stone cottage at Bendigo.

Be rryfruit Patch e s

Be c ause th e s _e ds of g oo seberry, raspberry, blackberry, r ed
currant and bla c k c urran t found in these relic t settlements
are distribu t e d by bir ds , it is o fte n harder to in terpret
~hich berry fru it p tch es wer e planted by miners and ~hich
here s e lf-soh-n.

6.

Abandoned Garden s

The remnants of gardens are o"' ten associated hi th the ruins
of min e rs co t t ag es, e.g. collapsed stone ,,'aIls , or 1'01'; 5 and
r i ng s of stoIles markin g the edges of garden beds.
,-\t
~ja e tohn ornamen t a l gard en nlc.nts such as lilac , ivy,
d a ffodils, sIloh' berry bush and }-Iahonia aqui foli a are found
g r 0 \J i n g t og e t hE: I .
At Ski P pet'S 1 a bur n um, c her r y, day - 1 i 1 y ,
s no ~J b e l'l'Y bush and moc k ora ng e grm.; t o gether at o.n old hou s e
sit e .
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Photo 23.
Remnants of gardens are often associated with the ruins of
~lners huts..
A cul tural bouquet: SnOh'c,err) (Symphor i carpus [11 bus),
.JaiJon.l8 aqu.lfol.l;J, and bJ.ackberry (Rubus fruiticosus) grow intert;;inecl
a t ~jacetoh'Jl.
.

7.

Garden Escapes

Often ephemeral herbaceous plants I{ith garden origins can be
found living out. their life cycles as h' ild flowers for man~\
generations: species such as mint, majoram, foxgloves,
pin~s, toadflax,
fe"erfew and self-heal are to be found itl
the long grass in these relict gold settlements.

HISTORIC LANDSCAPES
~h ere efforts are made to weave new development into t he
original historic fabric of gold settlements like Clyde, St
Bathans and Arrowtown (Lusl~ 1975), historic qualities are
retained and sense of place lS enhanced, I-Ihile at t.he same

Photos 24 and 25.

Ephemeral garden escapes such as (above) marjoram
and St Johns '..;ort. (Hypericum perforatuJII) grOl{
every"here at Skipper-s, ',hile a Campanula sp. (beLa,,· ) is confined to
one or two locations around Aspinall's and the hotel site.
(OrigalJum

vulgare)
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time alJol~ing life to go on for those who still live there.
HOl-ie\"er, often only mature trees, such as Arrol.;tol-ins oale
avenue, can be identified as nineteenth century cultural
plantings.
Smaller scale cultural plantings like gardens or
orchards are mostly indistinguish ab le from later additions.
L'nless such plantings are researched, and some form of
interpretation of existing vegetation patterns is available,
they cannot be appreciated. This has been done for plantings
made by Chinese miners at the Arrol-itown C}linese Settlement
(Department of Lands and Survey, 1986).

Photo 26.
Where efforts are made to weave the present into the
original historic fabric of gold mining villages like St Bathans,
historic qualities are retained and sense of place enriched.

CULTURAL LANDSCAPES
In

in i n g set t .1 em e n t s 1 ike Que ens to 1m, C rom h' ell and
Ale~~andra,
I,here the social and economic forces of change
have beell stronger and rates of change faster, cultural
landscapes ha\e evolved in which nineteenth century gold
t.Oh"n 0 rig ins are 0 bscu red and can on 1 y be glimpsed as
vestiges of stone bltildings peeping out from belo~ layers of
later accretions, or in the layout of streets and open
spaces that have endured.
Exceptions occur Hhere the
histor y has deliberately made explicit, perhaps as an
expression of local identity, or in response to the economic
opportuniti es associated I~ith tourism. To an even greater
III

12

extent, early cultural planting has been lost, or is
indistinguishable from tHentieth century additions, and can
often only be discerned in parks, along riverbanks and lake
e es, and occasionally as mature specimen trees within the
towns themselves.
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Case tudy : Macetown ...
Relict Landscape

"Take us Hacetownites all together, as a
flrhole fife are a fa.irly contented conunul1i ty.
lie eat, drink, and many of us take our smoke,
get our "Wi tness rr on Sa tU.rday, assis t eacll
othe.r .in sickness or trouble, gossip, mildly
scanda.lise each 0 ther J and .genera1.ly make
things lovely, very much the same as the
na ti ves of hundreds of other quiet villages
in New Zealand" (Lah:e Wakatipu Nail, 1897).

Photo 27. School picnic at Macetown, 1902.

MACETOWN'S PAST
Following the discovery of gold in the Arrow River in 1862,
a tOKn of calico tents appeared near its junction with the
Richburn (Twelve-mile Creek).
Initially, settlement was concentrated on the northern bank
on what became known as Graveyard Terrace, but later a
cluster of dwellings began to form south of the Richburn, at
the site of Nacetown as we know it today (Lands and Survey,
1984).
By December 1862, five or six hundred miners were at
work along the three kilometres of the Arrow River between
Ei
-mile Creek and the Richburn.
A few miners built stone
or sad cottages, sometimes thatched with tussock and
sometimes rooved with corrugated iron.
Some of the stores
were given false fronts and corrugated iron walls and the
settlement began to look more permanent.
By 1865, when the
West Coast gold rush reduced the area's population to just
over one hundred, Macetown was one of the more permanentlooking settlements in Central Otago (Lands and Survey,
1984).
Like other fly-by-ni
settlements with similar
beginnings, Macetown might have declined into oblivion had
it not been for the existence of gold-bearing quartz lodes
up the Richburn and its tributaries. Although their
existence was known as early as 1863, quartz mining did not
become economically attractive until fourteen years later in
1876.
Production peaked around 1886 (Boyd 1967), then
declined erratically, with the last mine closing down in
1914 after nearly forty years of quartz mining in the
district.
At first, access from Arrowtown was by foot up the river,
but a pack track over Big Hill was being used within a year
of the first discoveries.
Both the gorge and the Big Hill
tracks were difficult; the return journey took at least two
days, longer in winter, so the cost of frei
was
exorbitant.
The road up the gorge, which is still used
today, was not completed until 1884 coming too late to
really effect Nacetawns
velopment (Boyd, 1967). Often the
community at Macetown was cut off for weeks at a time by
snow and ice.
Many inh itants left each winter ratJler than
endure the isolation and the possibility of starvation.
During its hey day (1880s and 1890s), Macetown with a
population that varied between 150 and 200, was the nucleus
for a largely self-contained communi
of up to 3,000 living
and working i l l the surrounding district (Hearn, 1976).
The
town itself included several stores, a bootmaker,
blacksmith's shop, butc rs, carriers, mining managers, and
two hotels, as well as a community
I, school and Pos~
Office.
The buildings were mainly corrugated iron attached
to wooden frames with chimneys of various designs (Sligo,
1922 in Boyd, 1967).
The Chinese miners' houses were more
often constructed of sad (Boyd, 1967).
16

Photo 28.
The road up the gorge from Arrowtown was not completed
until 1884, but even then ~Iacetown was often, and still is, cut off by
floods.

Stone; '-4alls neatly separated some of the co ttag es .
The
j u mb 1 e d 1 a you t 0 f the to \,' n h 3. S i 1i flu en c e d by the p 3. t t ern 0 f
disturbed ground from mining.
: lacetohTl has not officially
surveyed until 1878.
Constrained by the t errac ed
topography, the surveyed la yo \.jt is distinctly lin e ar, hith
L
sections each of abo ut 1000 m lined u p along each side of
Hi gh Stt:'eet, strung ou t over a distance of about 1.4 km.
The survey real ly only formalised the existing layout.
From
1881 residents her e able to purchase sections in the tOhn,
cro\.;n .Land thus becoming p~'ivate propert;.' (Beaton, 19(1)
.~\s happened elsehhere,
the regu1ar gold-mining industry
horh:ed i ts el f out over man}- ye:-lI'S.
The falling re Lur ns
cOin hi ned I' i t l: h a r s h h'i n t e r san d its rem 0 len e S:3 con t r ib ute d
to \iacetoh-n' s de clin e around the \'urn 0 f the century.
By
the 1:1 i d 1 9 2 0 0';, TIl i ~l in g: a c:' t i v i tie s had a 11 but c e a sed .
The l' e
has a b r i e f re v i \' a 1 (1 f act i \ -i t Y delI.' i 11 g the 1 9 ~:i 0 s de pre s s ion,
b :lt 8.f ter that the village of :iacetOi-in h'as abandoned.
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Photos 29 and 30.
The buildings were mainly corrugated iron attatched
to ~ooden frames. Macetowm's main street in the 1880's (above) and a
similar s c ene in 1987.
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PRESENT-DAY MACETOWN
The mountain baokdrop of Macetown is much the same as it was
last century, but only three bui
ngs now stand in the
village.
Stone foundations, collapsed chimneys, and
crumbling walls mark the former locations of other houses
and huts.
Two of the remaining buildings have been restored
and these together witll all the other relics in the township
are
luded in an Historic Reserve which is part of the
Otago Goldfields Park.
The 145 hectare reserve includes all
of rJacetOl,rn as surveyed in 1878 plus a 2.5 ldlometre
extension up the Richburn to include additional relics
(Lands and Survey, 1981).
Gazetted in 1979, the land which
now makes up the Macetown Historic Reserve was released from
surrounding Coronet Peak Station.
Five of the or inal 110
town sections are still freehold land.
The Historic Reserve
is administered under the Reserves Act 1977 by the
Department of Conservation, and is managed from Queenstown.
To protect the landscape surrounding Macetown from
inappropriate development, the Lake County Council in 1974,
established a 2832 hectare Rural Historio Zone covering the
Richburn Catchment (Lakes-Queenstown combined Planning
Committee, 1983).
This land is grazed and managed as part
of Coronet Peak Station.
Des te its isolation at the end of 12.5 kilometres of rough
track, with 22 fords whioh limit access during floods,
Macetown has many visitors, especially from Christmas to
Easter each year.
They arrive by four-wheel drive vehicle,
motorcycle, hors
and on foot, to camp, walk, fossick
and experience MacetOl,Tn::o. abandoned qualities. The three
components of place are inseparably interwoven in visitors
experience of Macetown (Relph 1976):
1.

Physical setting and the objects present
"The /n(Jst 'important aspect of J'iacetmvn .. , is that these
remnants of the tONn and [the mining' relics rdlich are
evidence of) the basis of its existence may be seen
against the beautit'ul but enviroIlmentallJ- harsh backcZrop
ot' mountain .landscape r.(h1c11 has remained 1
,r
unchang'ecl since Hacetorvn's o.['ig'in.
Thus Nhile there are
on1,:' rel7lnan ts of the tor,ns pre1d ous exi s tence, the
por,'erfu1 laI1clscape enab1 es the r1 el,-er to imagi ne the
rig'orous 1 i Fi ng' condi ti ons experi enced b ..' the lllen and
[,omen and chi id.ren r>'110 iiI-red there and the por,'eI.'i'lil
at trac ti on of the
d tha t induced them to remain." (1)

2.

Activities that happen at tbis plaoe

Evidence of past activities is important in experiencing
Macetown, but so are present-day activIties:
50

Photos 31 and 32.
The Mountain backdrop to Macetown is much the same
as it was last century.
It has been protected by a Rural Historic
Zone since 1974.

.'5 1

* Recreation: camping, horse trelddng, four-Hheel dr i v ing ,
off-road motorcycling, rabbit shooting, swimming, tramping,
exploring, interpreting relics to understand the past,
eating rasberries, just being there, etc.
*

Mining: both recreational and commercial.

* Grazing and associated pastoral management practices e.g.
spraying noxious weeds, rabbit poisoning
3.

The meaning and significance of these

Visitors respond individually to present-day Macetown, but
their experience can be enriched if additional meaning
distills from some knowl
e of the settlements past.
Terry
Hearn (1976) has even gone as far as to say that
"An;v appreoia ti on of the uni que oharHo tel' of the Oen tral
Otag'o
dfields landsoape requires an arvareness not
only of the rfacts J of pastoral ocoupation, of the rise
and deoline of the gold mining industry, of the
es tElb1.i shmen t; and expans i 011 of orcharding and small
setide .farming', but also of the cont'licts and deba tes
,,,hich rag'ed about the form and direction land settlement
policy
auld take, the disputes over riparian rights,
and the con tro1 of ,va tel', o\'er-mining' on pri Fa te
propert,V, debris accumulation L'lnd the
t.rLlction of
val uab.Ze
eu1 tural land.
The manner in f"h.ich these
~1nd 0 ther confli c ts rvere l'eso1 Fed had a di rect bearing'
on the ,va,Y in which the landscape was fashioned and the
,va,V in ,vhich it no,,, records the past."
Only }viJen ,I-'e
ha Fe a sensi ti"Fe ar.,rareness and unders tanding' of the
processes fv'hich crea ted these landscapes, '-.1ill the full
l~lue of relict landscapes and the importance of
preserving' tilem be fully apprecia ted. (2)

CULTURAL PLANTING
"Toclay 1'·18.ce tU,vn is marked on the landscape main.l,v b,v
lila ture spec.imens of the va.riolls trees and shrubs planted
by the early settlers
b1uegums, willows, poplars,
sycamores I
nes I app1 es, pears, apr i co ts, cherri es,
plums, raspberries, gooseberries and currants.
All but
one or th'O bui 1 ding'S ha \'e gone, the on.Iy e\- i dence of the
ex ten t of the f01'1l1er torvll being the remains of .:1 ferl-'
chil1l1H:~.YBl stOl'lI:: ,,-Ed1s,
foundations and areas of 1eyelled
ground (3)
II
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We already have an understanding of how miners and settlers
responded generally to Central Otago.
We know a little
about how gardening began and we have some idea about
settlers cultural and personal motivations for planting.
It
is in relict landscapes like Nacetm-ln that He can best see
the evidence.
Sensitive visitors, even those with only a
little background underst
ing, can interpret what they see
in i~hese terms.
Not",i thstanding, thorough primary source
research and/or an archaeological survey would contribute
much more to our understanding of cultural planting in
particular, and life in the goldfields in gene
We can conslder cultural planting at Macetown in the light
of the motivations for planting identified in eha
I' Two.
1.

Fresh Food

In winter especially, going hungry if supplies couldn't get
through from Arroh'tm-lU ,..-as a distinct possibility.
MacetoHn
Has often cut off for h'eeh:s at a time.
This Iwrry may have
been in the back of the Lake Wakatipu Mail's Macetown
correspondent when s/he ",rote in January 1900:
"Our g'ardens are looking' very f"e11 so far as vegetables
are concerned but as usually "ery 1a te.
The t'rui t crop
is a failure, the consequence of' a n1
t frost f,,'hich
occurred at the time the trees and bushes were just
blossoming' and rvhich killed near1,1' a1.l the b.loOIn.
Our
hOlJserv'ires rv.i11 ha,'e to purchase neaT.ly all their f.ruit
for their annual preserves." (4)

and again in the follo",ing spring:
"But as yet there has been ,'ery 1i tt1e g'rof.,rth ill the
g'round and here, among's t the moun tains the summer season
is so
ort, that we require
d gro~th in the spring'
and early summer to enab.le veg'etation to r.ipen
suffi
ent1.Y faT keeping' during' the ensuing' r.,rinter.
By
all appearances we shall ha,~ a very successful crop of
small fruit this season, unless, like last spring, a
.late .frost nips everything ill tile bud."

There are still orchards around Needham's cottage and near
the weatherboard building at the south end of the township,
but odd fruit trees and berry patches, many apparently not
planted but grown from seeds carri
by birds, are found in
other- places around ~lacet.m·m.
It is clear from the deca~rillg
fruit trees noh' swamped by poplars that Granny Barker's
cottage was also surround~d by orchard until relatively
recently (photos 14 and 15).
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Photo 33.
There
is still an orchard near the weatherboard building
at the southern end of Mucetown (see map ... ), in this picture apples
and pears.

1\0 visible trace

remains of vegetable gardens though he knOh'
tha t some re s iden ts had the i r Oh'n gardens and at leas tone
miner, William Birtll, cultivated a market garden (Beaton,
1971) .
.'\ 'garden' is ma rl,ed on the l'iilmots 1878 survey near
the nortll e nd of the settlement.
We can assume that Chinese
miners, who collected urine for use as fertiliser, also gre~
v e get a b 1 e s (r1c Gill, 1 9 8 0; Be a ton, 1 9 7 1 ) .

2,

En c losure and Defining Territory

h' e !,nOlv from phot,ographs (e. g. photos 21 and. 23) that w'ooden
fences and rock IJal1s ,,'ere used to enclose stock and house
yards.
Some ,;a lls are still more o~' less intact; others can
nop ,.: mly be discerned as long heaps of stones.
But there
are also identifiable h e dgerohs of overgrown hal ~t horns, that
were probably c lipped hedges at one time.
In other places,
I~' indblo\~ n seeds of sycamore and poplar have lodged under
stone \.;alls and the seedlings that gre~" from them are
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a r ran g e din r e 12. t i vel y s t r a i g h t r o~, s ,
Ve get a t ion 0 r t his
soet l3 not so much a cultural artifact as the o utc o me of
natural r ege nerative processes,
Broom, rosebriar and gorse
gro\, i ng \,,' j.ld nOh', m2.y or ig inall y ha ve been bought up the
Arro'" as hedgeroh plants (Barju::r, 1883),

Ph 0 t 0 :3 4 ,
S 0 III e en c 1 os i n g I'; a 11 s are In 0 reo r 1 e s s i n t act .
I tis
difficult to say which of these sycamores are original plantings, and
t.J hie II a r' e
s elf - S 0 \.J n, R i n g C 0 u n t sus i n g ani ncr e men t b 0 r ere 0 u 1 d h e 1 p .

3,

Timber and Firel.ood

A single overmature

mountain beech tree still stands b eh ind
th e site of Granny Barj(er's cottag e , and there are re1.ict
stands of beech forest downstream in the gorge, tOhards
,0.. t-r 0 h ' tow n ,
But e'v e n i f the. r ewe !.' e m() r e ext ens i v epa t c h e s () f
native timber around "Iacetohn hhen miners first arrived,
th e y w 0 u 1 d not. h a \' e 1 a s ted 1 0 n g I "T i t h the h i g h c () S t 0 f
freight.
It costs six shillings to freight each mine prop
frolll Arroh'tov,'n to ~lacetoh'n in 1878 compared h'ith six pen c e
for ;1. similar d.isl~a nce from Franld.on to Arroh"tm,;n.
Coal \.;as
freighted in at 20 shillings per hundred weight (Lands and
S 1.1[' \" e y 1 9 8 4 ) ,
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As h
Spru c e
Cot t. 0 n i-, 0 0 (i
Lo mb a rd y P opla r
P l n :,~
C 1'::1 C l\: \; i L L,) 1,'

Photo 36.
Spru c e s planted either side of a property entrance, which
are no ~ to~er i ng l a ndmarks, ar e just vis i ble in th e mid-ground of this
1900 photo tali e n in Hinter loo h ing s o uth dOl..-n rnacetoHll S main street .

Phot o 35.
In places stones are arranged in ro~s defining pathways and
the edges of garden plots.
The double row of c oarse r grass in this
photo indicates a stone edged pathway.
Garden plots are similarily
defined near the top of the path but cannot be seen.
The rounded
foliage behind the hedge in the centre of the photo is ivy (Hedera
helix) growing over a stone outhouse.
At the base of the Lombardy
poplar is a lhjc:ket of snowberry {Symphoricarpus albusl Hhi c h is home
to hundreds of rabbits.
A browse line at rabbit height is clearly
visible.

'l .

ere a ti n g a Fa mil i a r

S e t tin g

Be s ides the useful plants like fru i t tr e e s , h e d g es and
f i re'-.'ood tr ee s whi c h thems e 1 ves co nt r i bu t e t o the c rea t io n
o f a familiar s e ttin g , a number o f pur e l y ornamental plants
ar ( ~ st i ll gr owi n g i n a ba nd o ned gard e ns at ~acetown:
pinl~s

Dia n t hus sp .
Dig it ali s purp ure a
Heder a h elix
La bu r. num
Lin a r ia \'u l ~a r.i.s
: Iah oni a 3gui f oli a
\" a r·~· s ·u s
sp .
Sambu u s nigr B:
S y mp h o ri carp u s a l bu s
S y ringi a v ulg a ris

fo,~glo ve s

lVy

golden chain tr e e
toadfla\:
daffodils
elderberry
snowberry
lilac
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In places, ston es are arranged in rOI{S defining; pathh'3 )"s and
the edges of garden plots.
A distinct circle of stones
surrounds a h:narled lila c in une abandoned gc'crden .
_\ miner
c alled Doc l\JcI\:enzi e is lcnold; to ha\-e tended. a garden ki th
roses and geraniums at the Richburn end of tile settlement
(['leGill, 1980).
Later, i n the 1930 5 , ~lrs Beal also had a
f10ker gard en at Ma cetok n (Beaton 1971).
Some trees, found in pairs, were clearly planted t o mark
prop e rty entran ces , for exa mple a pair of spruces flanked by
a pair of ashe s still groh-ing at the Richburn end of the
sett lement are v isible as young trees in photo 36.
ThO
fruit tree s marl;;: the gateh'ay to a house platform at the
south end of the village (ph o to 1 ).
During the Boer War,
dail y bulletins h"ere posted on a tree khich greh' betICE'en the
school a nd the hall (Beaton, 19(1).
Motivation for making gardens is something we take for
granted because it is as much part of our own cu ltural
conditionin:4 as it l-ias for ~lacetol,n's settlers.
If the
mining settlers had not felt such motivation, Macetown ~ould
only be dis ce rnible today from its 'natural' landscape
surroundings, by localised pat c h es of inadvertently
introduc ed weeds, sluicing scars, tailings and water-races.

Notes:
1.

HEARN, Terry. 1976.

e 3.

2.

ibid. Page 2.

3.

ibid.

4.

LAKE WAKATIP MAIL, February 2, 1900.

5.

ibid. Ootober 26, 1900.

e 3.
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5.Vegetation Management
in the Relict Landscapes
f Central Otago

"The 1ea.st tangible resourees are
oFten bo til the mos t essen a1 and
the most diffieu1t to manage.
11

Matthew Potteiger 1987 (1)

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT OP'rIONS

Like other remnants of the past - abandoned equipment or
ruined cot
es - miner,s plantings are meaningful cultural
artifacts, tangible clues to past lives.
These surviving
relics are threads from the past which have been carried
through time and are now woven into the fabric of our own
everyday lives.
Cultural plantings, like other artifacts,
are important evidence of the continuity of existence.
However, cultural plantings, unlike other artifacts, are
alive and dynamic and do not lend-themselves to the arrest
of change.
This complicates the dilemma of change always
faced by the managers of historic places: the idea that the
continuity of life conflicts with the value attached to
antiquity itself.
Should the management of cultural
plantings in relict landscapes be directed at recreating the
landscape which existed at a single point in the past? Or
should historic landscapes exhibit some or all of the
changes that have occurred during that particular place's
long history? These two approaches can be seen as points
along a continuum of management options as illustrated by
Rachel de Lambert (1985):
Restoration Preservation Conservation

<-----

Evolutio~

Destruction

------ ------- -------------- ------- ----- -----

>

ext ens i ,-s area

limited area

To be useful in arriving at a management philosophy, these
terms need to be more clearly defined.
At one extreme of
the continuum is:
1.

Resi~ora tion

Restoration is

"the act or process of recoy-el'in_!5' the
historic appearance of the historic cultural Jandscape"

(O'Donnell, 1987).
This usually means the return of a site
to its original appearance during a selected period.
Strict
authenticity of overall form and attention to detail often
requires extensive research and funding, as restoration is
often undertaken to remove incompatible natural and humancaused accretions and to replace certain elements (Kunst and
O'Donnel, 1981).
James Fitch (197?) has pointed out that
not only is time stopped, but the cumulative reco
of
historic evolution through the length of the selec
time
period is artificially compressed.
At Kemp House, Keri Keri J the garden is laid out flOI-; just
as the Reverend John Butler desi
it in the 18205.
Most
of the flower garden consists of plants that have their
origins in that era (Nore, 1987; see also Davies J 1987).
2.

Preservation
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Preservation has been defined as "the act or process of
applying' measures to susb3in tile terra.in and veg'etatiFe
cOFer, and the form, in tegri t,r and mat
als of the
lcHldscape.
PreSelTL'1 ti on lIlay incl ude s tabi 1i za ti on of' oxtan t
forms, elemen ts or fea tures from earli er
ods and remo,'al
of threatening elements such as plant overgrowth by
vol un teers or exo ti c speci es.
Preserva ti on Jll;-l,Y take the
form of ;-1 ma.in tenance ae ti I'i t.y to a
bed standard tha t
inc_l udes routine I c,Vcl.i c and special main tenance." (2)
No
more change is implied, than that necessary to keep the
artifact in existence (Dobby, 1978).
For example,
penetrable thickets of briar around hut sites in Kawarau
Gorge might be maintained as an effect
management option
in preserving archaeological remains (Ritchie, 1983),
However, writers like J.B. Jackson (1977) object to the
principle of preservation because they feel a sense of the
stream of time is more valuable and memorable than a formal
knowledge of remote periods.
Functional landscapes,
especially settlements for example, evolve and change but
preserved historical landscapes exclude not only later and
future
es, but also the remoter past.
Jackson writes:
" ... the preserved en"ironment is no more typical of' its
period than a brand new subdivision ... all ... are
essenU
ly sterile." (3)
3.

Conservation

Conservation is a passive process of preservation.
It
protects an historic landscape from loss, or the
infringement of incongruent uses.
As Lisa Kunst and
Patricia O'Donnell (1981) say, basically it is stewardship
of a site.
Conservation includes all the processes of
after a site so as to retain its cultural
si
ficance - aesthetic, historic, scientific or social
(Aust
ian Garden History Society, 1983).
4.

Evolution or Integration

Evolution or in·tegration is the management response to
seeing the landscape as evolv
through time;
e is
incorporated, while the past is respected (de Lambert,
1985).
Patricia O'Donnell (1987) calls this ADAPTIVE USE
which she defines as retaining and reinforcing the historic
cultural landscape while accommodating contemporary uses,
needs and conditions.
Thorough research which
esses
history, use, management, maintenance, ecology. safety and
o e1' relevant faotol'S should accompany adapti ve use
strategy development.
Management should reinforce historic
integrity and retain extant historic fabric while
int
ing appropriate new factors.
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This is partly what is meant by approaching management as
maintaining sense of place (see Chapter 3).
The most
important attributes, those which contribute most powerfully
to sense of place, are protected and enhanced, yet
innovation can be allowed for, provided
e distinctiveness
of the relict landscape is not compromised.
Taking this
philosophy even further, J.B. Jackson (1977) argues that
giving such places a living function is the only way to keep
them alive:
"tlle por,'er rill i ch an anci en t en vironmen t possesses to
command our afFection and respect derives FrolD its
llaving accepted change of function; its beauty comes
from it having been part of tlle world, no t from lla yin,g'
been isolated and protected. "( 4)

5.

Destruction

Destruction, at the other extreme of de Lambert's continuum
is the management option which allows new land uses to
completely erase accumulated historic clues and symbols in
the landscape, resulting in the permanent loss of that
landscapes historic values.

Some other management options which might also
on de Lambert's continuum include:
6.

included

Reconstruction

Reconstruction describes the creation, from the ground up,
of a complete landscape setting usually, but not always, on
an original site.
For example, true to America's melting
pot tradi tion, IOld lior Id Wi scons in' is an outdoor rnUSeLlTII
near Milwaukee where historic structures, typical of the
major ethnic groups who settled and developed Wisconsin, are
being moved from every part of the state and combined with
artifacts to produce a !multicultural living museum'
(Landscape Architecture, 1980).
In New Zealand a similar
approach was taken at Shantytown in Westland.
The problem with reconstruction is that by its nature, it
destroys existing values of the sites and structures, and
should only be consi
Hhen these criteria are met:
(i 1

no significant preservable remains will be obliterated
or altered

(i i )

historical archaeological, ethnographic and landscape
information is complete enough to enable accurate
reproduction Hith minimal conjecture
fi4

(iii) the reconstructed landscape is in the original
location
(iv)

the strategy will not effect other resources
negatively

(v)

all prudent and feasible alternatives have been
considered and reconstruction is shown to be the only
way to foster public understanding and appreciation
(O'Donnell, 1987).

7.

Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation is a management option which improves use,
function and/or appearance of an historic cultural landscape
while its historic integrity remains.
Consideration of
safety, natural resources, environment and administration
are often involved (O'Donnell, 1987). Rehabilitation
differs from conservation or evolution in its emphasis on
function: the historic landscape is returned to a useful
condition, generally bringing it to a state of good repair,
and possibly including some adaptation.
The degree of
authenticity is secondary (Kunst & O'Donnell, 1981).
8.

Enhancement

Enhancement is a management option defined by Dobby (1978),
mainly for application to historic buildings, but it might
also be considered as an option for vegetation management in
historic landscapes.
Enhancement allows an indefinite
degree of change and embellishment.
9.

Release

A Ido-nothing' management option which allows natural
succession of local vegetation communities to proceed
unimpaired (O'Donnell, 1987).
The long-term effect is to
hide or obliterate traces of cultural landscape features.
Many small West Coast and Coromandel mining settlements have
probably met this fate.
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VEGETATION MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
I.

Vegetation is Dynamic

All vegetation, both natural and cultural, is constantly
changing.
Changes are the outcome of competition for
requirements of growth like light, water and nutrients.
Different species, even different individuals, have evolved
different competitive strategies which, under a certain
optimum set of favourable environmental conditions, allow
those plants to assume competitive advantage over others.
Furthermore, the effects are cumulative
successful plants
become more successful at the expense of not so well adapted
ones.
So when settlers arrive in a new location - bringing
with them their (portmanteau biota' - the effects of
physical disturbance combined with the range of new plant
species, arriving in what may have been a relatively stable
existing community (like snow-tussock grassland) can be
quite unpredictable.
At first miners hold some of the
forces of competition in check through cultivation, but
after the settlements are abandoned, nature takes over and
it's every plant for itself.
With the easing of human
controls over growth, the processes of succession begin.
Succession can be understood as the consequences of
differential growth, differential survival and differential
colonising ability of species adapted to growth under
different conditions (Drury and Nisbet, 1973).
Successional
change is the outcome of competi tion beb"een species and
individuals in which faster growing plants, larger plants,
and plants which live longer tend to have the advantage.
The dynamic nature of vegetation has implications at all
levels in the management of cultural plantings in relict
landscapes.
2.

Wilding Trees

At Skippers and Macetown some of the tree species introduced
by miners turned out to be particularly well adapted to
environmental conditions in Central Otago.
At Skippers,
Douglas fir and larch, originally planted round the
boundaries of the school and cemetery, have spread via
windborne seed to enforest the hills and terraces of the
whole settlement (see photos 18 and 19).
Deciduous poplars
and sycamores sucker and seed to form dense copses
throughout Macetown.
How these vigorous woodlands should be
managed depends on the chosen management option for the
site.
If the goal is to RESTORE these relict landscapes, to
make t.hem much as they Here during their heydays, then all
self-sown trees would need to be felled and taken away.
Early photographs ShOH that even up to the turn of the
century, the settlements were open (photos 10 and 21).
What
trees there were, were small; the parents of all the selfsown sycamores at Macetown were themselves only adolescents
()6

at that time.
If wildings were already appearing, grazing
pressure around the settlements may have kept them down.
Today some parent trees, the originals planted by miners,
can be distinguished from their progeny by careful
observation.
Their right to remain could be confirmed by
comparative ring counts using an increment borer to
accurately age the trees.
If the goal is one of EVOLCTION or INTEGRATION then all the
self-sown trees mi t justifiably remain as evidence of the
site's long history, except for those which threaten the
historic integrity of the site.
Features such as ruins,
abandoned gardens and orchards which contribute powerfully
to the sense of
ace must be protected and could even be
enhanced, while ongoing vegetation change is accepted and
new uses be considered, provided the overall distinctiveness
of the relict landscape is not compromised.
In fact,
retaining the self-sown woodlands would make it easier to
integrate appropriate new uses.
In a way the overgrown
quality of this rampant vegetation contributes positively to
sense of place by making the settlements seem lost in time,
abandoned.
Curiously, at Skippers land managers are clear about what
action is needed where Douglas fir are seeding into
surrounding (natural' tussock-grassland community:
unequivocably the spread is to be controlled, but the
question of the effects of rampant tree growth on the
historic values of the mining settlement at Skippers has
hardly been addressed (Lands and Survey, 1985).
3.

Maintenance, Mortality

The question arises: should cultural plantings in relict
landscapes be maintained? For example, should an overgrown
hawthorn hedgerow be left as it is or removed and
aced
with one kept trimmed as a hedge as it was in the 1890s? If
it is assumed that cultural plantings are valued as historic
artifacts, just as houses and mining equipment are already,
then questions arise about what should be done when plants
become diseased or die, as they must inevitably do.
Should
diseases be treated? Should dead plants be replaced? If
so, should that same old variety of fruit tree be used? Is
t variety still available?
Would any fruit tree do?
If
cultural planting is not managed actively, and if plants die
and are not replaced, eventually the only species remaining
will be those like sycamore and poplar which are
competitively advan
ed, and detailed information on the
formal arrangement of plants will be lost.
Only when
managers of vegetation at relict sites are clear about what
is to be achieved can decisions be made on these questions.

~7

4.

Garden Escapes

Some species of herbaceous plants. finding a suitable niche
in the modified n~g;etation of relic landscapes, are nOh'
widespread.
A fut ure is assured for species like feverfe~,
marjoram and h-ild stral,;berries at Sl~ipptors.
Others, lil~e
toadflax and pinks at ~ac etow n, or Canterbury Bells at
Sl\ippers are found only as rare individuals, or single
populations which are ap par ent ly in decline.

Photo 38.
Garden escapes like this toad flax (Linal'ia vulgaris)
on a dry bank, inac cess ible to stock, are found only as small
populations, apparently in decline.
How should these be managed?

gro~ing

Questions arise about if and how these transient populations
should be maintained ~y vegetation managers, as part of the
relict landscape flora.
Should declining populations be
allo~,ed to disappear under the pressure of competi tion?
Or
should such populations be encouraged by clearing a\.·;ay
competing v egetat ion using gardening techniques ?
Perhaps
seed should be gathered fr6m remaining individuals, nursery
propagated, and daughter plants returned to the site of
their parents.
Because, in many cases, their purpose has
purel y ornamental, they are particularl;.· poignant reminders
of settlers efforts to make themselves at home in an
unfamiliar landscape.
Wildflowers like these contribute
colour and richness to th e experience of present day
visitors.

(18

5.

Archaeological Values

With a fe\~ exceptions, notably Chinese settlements at
CrolTll.,;ell and ,-\rrOI"t01,;n (Ritchie, 1983), nineteenth century
goldfields settlements in Central Otago have not been the
foci of archaeological research.
However, as time passes
and histor'ic sites become an increasingly rare resource,
research values of relict landscapes will increase.
Two
approaches are taken in archaeological sur\'cys: the first is
an assessment of surface earthworks like ditches, banks and
terraces, and the second is a controlled excavation of
stratified layers of occupational material.
This second
method is called a stratigraphic excavation.
Consecutive
layers are stripped from the site, the soil is sieved and
the cultural contents are removed to a laboratory for
analysis.
The exposed layer below is examined for evidence
of holes, pits, trenches, modified garden soils, hearths,
etc.
In this way, evidence of the arrangement of human
activities o\'er the \.,;hole site during a single period of
time can be interpreted.
There is often a general clearing
of surface vegetation associated with an archaeological
survey.
Obviously for successful stratigraphic excavation
the stratigraphy (layers) must remain undisturbed.
An
important cause of disturbance is root growth, especially
from large trees growing on the site.

"Once the stratigraphy of a site is destroyed the
association of cultural evidence within the site is
entirely lost" (Hamel and Jones, 1982). (5)

Photo 39.
An important cause of stratigraphic disturbance is root
gro~th, espeCially from large trees growing on the Slte.
Self-sown
poplars undermine a ruined stone building at r-Iacetown.

Hamel and Jones (1982) have identified five principles of
vegetation management for sites with archaeological value:

1.

The manager needs to be able to make predictions about
how the successional processes are likely to proc
and so should seek information and experience about
local vegetation patterns from all sources.

2.

Root growth, especially that of large trees ~hould be
prevented from invading and damaging the stratigraphy.

3.

All forms of erosion and any disturbance of the soils
surface should be controlled.

4.

Vegetation management techniques should be ecologically
appropriate, and meet with the approval of neighbours
and those who use the site, because good~ill is
important in the long term protection of any site.
It
is wise to consult anyone who may have an interest in
the site about vegetation management proposals.

5.

Consideration of safety is important if the site is to
be used by members of the public.

Archaeological goals in the management of vegetation in
relict and historic landscapes may not be entirely
consistent with other objectives.
"Historic sites have try'o major -values; their vistJal or
landscape value. as links with the past, and their
archaeol
cal research Fal ue ... eFal ua ti on ... depends
on the assessment of
sites potential for research
or its contribution to the historic landscape. "(6)
6.

Implications for Recreation

Where the public have access to relict landscapes,
especially for recreation, there are implications for tile
management of vegetation.
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Photo 40.
Where the public have access to relict landscapes there are
implications for vegetation management.
Tourists visit the cemetery
at Sicippers every day during summer.

There is an increased likelihood that relict vegetation wi l.l
be partly or wholly depleted, damaged o r des troyed by
vandalism, deliberate and unwitting, or by wear or fire.
At
Macetown, where many groups four-wheel-drive in from
Arrowto\~n and camp during summer holidays, dead trees and
p o ssi bl y live ones are felled and cut up for fir ewood .
Vegetation managers need to assess th e risk to, and impac ts
of publjl ~ use on, histori c planting and consider whether
a ct ion is ne e ded for protection.
In many cases
interpretati on - simply raising the level of pu blic
awareness of the ,-alues of cultural planting may be al l
that i s ne ed e d.
An accurate survey becomes a n important
source of informatio n for replanting if relict veg e tation is
destroyed.

I.

Grazing Pressure

Vegetation nlanagers n ed to a sess the impa c t that grazing,
both by stock and by feral animals lili e rabbits and hare s ,
on th e ve getation dynamics in a relict lands ca pe.
In many
case s , sustain e d grazing by sto ck over many years has
und o ubtably contributed to lo ss es from the cultural fl ora .
Grazin g pressu re certainly puts transient populations of
palatable herbaceous garden escapes at risk. Also, at
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Macetown, burrowing rabbits unearth daffodil bulbs and leave
them to die on the ground surface in the sun.
Animals can have quite unpredictable effects.
In Macetown
the apparently huge rabbit popUlation is an important agent
in maintaining the parkland character of the abandoned
settlement by keeping the grass sward closely grazed to an
almost lawn-like texture (see photo 22).
To make decisions
vegetation managers may need to be able to make predictions
about vegetation changes resulting from changing animal
populations.
Grazing pressure often holds successional
forces in check.
8.

Noxious Weed Control

Cultural plantings in relict landscapes are likely to be
effected by regulations arising from the Noxious Plant
Control Act 1978.
Potentially, awkward questions could
arise for vegetation managers, not only about how noxious
plants in relict landscapes should be controlled, but even
if they should be controlled at all.
Some 'noxious plants'
might be interpreted as part of the cultural suite; in
nineteenth century New Zealand broom was used as initial
shelter when gardens were made (Barker, 1883) and in the
days before barbed wire gorse was a common hedge plant.
Such plantings should be identified and if valued, possibly
protected.
If control of noxious weeds is considered appropriate, then
Lhe control method selected should be sensitive to the
historic values of the site.
A large raspberry patch on the
terrace riser below Needham's Cottage at Macetown was badly
damaged by herbicides when adjacent gorse populations were
sprayed.
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Photo 41.
A large rasberry patch (greyish foliage) on the terrace
riser in front of Needham's cottage at Macetown was badly damaged by
herbicides I-o'hen adjacent gorse populations were sprayed.

9.

Present-day Mining

There is no reason I~hy technological developments or the
fluctuating prices paid for gold might not make goldmining
in Otago's relict landscapes economically viable again.
Although low impact recreational mining may contribute
positively to people's present-day experience of these
places, commercial mining operations could be a threat to
their essential historic qualities.
Vegetation man::u,sers
need to have a thorough knolJledge, both a complete record,
and a sensitive understanding, of cultural plantings to be
able to make informed recommendations, not only ~hen
applications for mining licences come up, but also ~hen
ad v ising on revegetation requirements follo~ing mining, or
as mining is proceeding.
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TECHNIQUES FOR VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

To be able to make informed management decisions about
cultural plantings in relict landscapes, an understanding of
the ways in whioh the vegetation has changed, is changing
and will change throughout the history of the site is
fundamental (figure 2).
It is also important to assess
which planting is most s
nifioant in oontributing to the
historio quality of the place.
Research and survey must
preceed aotion so that cultural planting is not unknowingly
destroyed.
1.

Research

Acoording to Robert Harvey (1981) the role of research into
historic landscapes is to !reconstruct the past
systematically and objectively' - to establish facts and
form DEFENSIBLE conclusions.
Its purpose should be olear;
researoh should be fooussed toward a general direotion and
should be rigorous, systematio and exhaustive.
He has made
a oheoklist of possible sources of information about
vegetation in historic oultural landsoapes.
1.

Catalogues and Bibliographies: e.g. In New Zealand, the
Union List of Theses may be a useful souroe of earlier
researoh on the site.

2.

Historioal LiteratUre: espeoially looal histories (e.g.
Wood,1970).

3.

Biographies: and autobiographies of people who lived
there or who were influential (e.g. Glennie, 1960).

4.

Periodicals: especially old newspapers like the Lake
Wakatipu Mail, Tuapeka Times, otago Witness.

5.

Government Records:
e.g. Department of Conservation's
otago Goldfields Park Files, Property title searohes at
Department of Survey and Land Information.

6.

Local Records and Souroes: e.g. Records at the Lakes
District Centennial Museum.

7.

Private Records: such as diaries and letters.

8.

Photographs:
Harvey (1981) suggests some techniques for
analysis of historic photographs.

9.

Historic Maps and Plans: e.g. Wilmots 1878 Plan of
Macetm'ln.

10. Paintings: local and visiting artists sketches and
Hatercolours.
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It is helpful to find out about the original {native'
vegetation at the site - what grew there before the first
miners arrived, as well as information about their cultural
planting and modifications.
This makes it easier to
identify remnants of the original vegetation within the
cultural vegetation.
If a restoration management objective
is found to be most appropriate it may be necessary to
recreate an original {native' vegetation cover in areas
currently occupied by self-sown (cultural' species.

2.

Survey

Skilled interpretation of existing vegetation can reveal
information about past patterns.
Making management
decisions is difficult and risky unless the decision-maker
knows exactly ,~hich individual plants and arrangements of
plants are culturally meaningful, and has an understanding
of ho,~ the vegetation is ohanging.
Therefore, an accurate
and thorough survey of existing vegetation patterns is
essential, not only to find out about past patterns, but to
be able to assess what is of most value to us in the
present, especially where new uses are to be integrated.
Relict planting should be observed over a whole growing
season to pick up more ephemeral plants like annuals and
bulbs.
Some techniques used by ecologists to study natural
vegetation dynamics can be useful when looking at dynamics
of cultural planting at historic sites;

*

*

increment borers which extract a small core sample so
tree rings can be counted are used to accurately date
trees.
This would be particularly useful to identify the
original, deliberately planted, parent tree where well
adapted species like sycamore have surrounded themselves
with their own progeny.
When interpreting vegetation
history from existing populations, it is sometimes
unrealistic and dangerous to assume there is a direct
relationship between age and any measure of plant size
such as DBH (diameter at breast height).
For example,
adolescent trees can remain suppressed below an adult
canopy for many years, barely growing at all.
In such
oases it is neccessary to check the relationship.
However, because there is a risk that increment boring
may introduce disease into trees, this teohnique may not
be appropriate where historic trees are highly valued
(Harvey, 1981).
aerial photographs are often taken at intervals over many
years can be used to assess the rate at which self-sown
trees are spreading.
This technique has been used on
wilding Douglas fir at Skippers.
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*

*

tagging individual trees with small numbered aluminum
tags is a technique which oan be used in monitoring
future vegetation changes.
It may be appropriate to
resurvey cultural planting at regu
intervals of five
or ten years so that in the future some of the guesswork
is taken out of understanding vegetation dynamics for
management purposes.
an archaeological survey may yield information about the
location of cultivated garden soils and other aspects,
such as the position of walls and terraces relevant to
the form and layout of abandoned gardens.

When it comes to action, vegetation management techniques in
relict landscapes are likely to be chosen from the range of
techniques used generally.
There may be a tendency to
prefer tsofter', more localised options: for example, rather
than controlling unwanted vegetation by aerially sprayed
herbicides, control by hand, or mechanical methods may be
more appropriate.
Vegetation managers should think
creatively about methods; using local volunteers on a
'working bee' basis could have spinoffs in raising people's
awareness of the special value of relict landscapes.
If the
chosen management option prescribes enhancement planting,
propagation from extant plants on site may be preferable,
especially if historic varieties are no longer available.
Sometimes urgent remedial action is needed to stabilise a
deteriorating site, simply to maintain the status quo, but
it is unwise to rush in - drastic clean ups can destroy
valuable evidence (Harvey 1981).

DECISION-MAKING
Benign neglect is possibly the best way to describe the way
in which cultural planting in Otago's relict landscapes have
been managed in the past.
Only reoently has the importance
of goldfields sites been officially appreciated and the
contribution which cultural planting makes to the historic
whole at such places is now being realized.
When decisions are made about vegetation management in
relict landscapes (or for that matter any aspect of
management in historic cultural landscapes), decision-makers
need to be very clear about their objectives (Figure 2).
To
establish management objectives fundamental questions must
be asked, such as why is this landscape valued? How is this
site used?
Is the site to be protected primarily for public
access and education, or for its research potential? For
example, if a site is to be protected for its archaeological
research potential, priorities will be quite different than
if it is intended for recreation.
If the public have
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access, some degree of modification and deterioration is
inevitable but the benefits of public awareness may outweigh
the disadvan
es (Hamel and Jones, 1982). As Rachel de
Lambert has pointed out, management objectives are site
specific and relate to:

*
*
*
*

the physical characteristics of the site
the values for which it is being protected
the way in which it is used by the public

the relationship that the relict landscape has with its
encompassing landscape and other historic sites.

Obviously decisions about vegetation management in relict
landscapes cannot be made in isolation from the broader
context.
Practical factors like finance, equipment and
labour will also influence decisions.
Nor can management
decisions be made with only a superficial familiarity with
the site.
It is critical that the elements which contribute
strongly to that site's sense of place be identified,
because if these are lost or overpowered then the relict
landscape will lose its meaning.
Moreover, management
decisions about cultural planting made without an awareness
of the ways in Hhich that vegetation is changing, both
through natural forces and human influence, may well prove
to be bad decisions in the long run.

Notes:
1.

POTTEIGER, Matthew. 1987. Page 41.

2.

O'DONNELL, Patricia. 1987. Page 96.

3.

JACKSON, J.B. 1977. Page 194.

4.

ibid. Page 194.

5.

HAMEL and JONES.

6.

RITCHIE, Neville. 1983. Page 85.

1982. Page 10.
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6. Summary

SUNMARY

Almost all landscapes can be considered cultural
landscapes.
Set within the context of the wider cultural
landscape, occ_ur locations Hhere evidence of the past is
more apparent than elsewhere, labelled historic landscapes.
Some historic landscapes are special places which have
escaped change.
This group, relict landscapes, includes the
abandoned gold mining villages of Central Otago
Settlers arriving at a new location bring with them not only
a comprehensive 'Portmanteau Biota', but also a weight of
cultural baggage - ideas about how they should live in their
new environment. Planting is one of the ways in which
settlers change their surroundings to make themselves at
home.
The past and the present intertwine when we experience
relict landscapes. Managers of relict landscapes should be
aware of the important contribution that cultural plantings
make, along with and inseparable from, other continuous
threads from the past such as buildings, earthworks and
artifacts.
Cultural plantings often contribute strongly to
the sense of place to which we respond when we experience
relict landscapes, and should be valued and managed
accordingly.
Good management decisions can only be made
with a thorough understanding of the dynamics of relict
cultural vegetation, and with clear objectives in mind.
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